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What it’s like to work at Invesco?
Every day is a new day when you are working at
Invesco. A typical day is charged and exciting
because you have gazillion things to look forward to.
Working in an environment that presents stimulating
challenges makes every day worthwhile. In a
nutshell, every day is ‘atypical’ at Invesco!
How would you describe the attributes of a
successful employee at Invesco?
A successful employee at Invesco is an innovator
and collaborator par excellence – not only do the
work ethics and the culture at Invesco teach you to
be multifaceted, but you are also on top of the game,
thanks to all the learning that happens here. An
employee thinks differently for every challenge, adapts seamlessly
and learns the trick for a positive work-life integration.
What do you find most valuable about the Invesco Women’s
Network?
Being a part of the Invesco Women’s
Network has transformed my life at
“Being a part of
Invesco. My team members here are
the Invesco
inspiring ladies who juggle their lives so
Women’s Network
adeptly that it amazes me. When
has transformed
I first joined IWN, I was fortunate
my life at Invesco.” to be acquainted with Parvathi
Sriram (People Development
Consultant, a mother of two and a cyclist). Inspired by her
resilience, I decided to get into cycling and I have never
looked back. There is something to learn from every member
here, and this is what makes IWN a beautiful platform.
What are some of your personal passions outside your
career?
Since I got into cycling, I started loving the sport and I have
been able to successfully integrate it with Invesco. How? I
commute to work daily on my cycle and whenever we have external cycling events, I encourage
all colleagues to actively participate. On some weekends, cyclists from Invesco get together and
ride. In fact, Invesco is one of those few organizations in India that even has a parking space for
cyclists here (Unlike the West, cycling as a sport in India is still taking baby steps). You feel
proud to be a part of an organization that helps you realize your passions and discover a side
that you never knew existed!

